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With the transition to IP becoming more and more immi-
nent, many industry discussions today focus on how to 
best defi ne processes and adapt workfl ows to make media 
organizations profi t from the seemingly endless possi-
bilites coming along with the use of COTS hardware in 
production, contribution and distribution. 
Virtual reality, artifi cial intelligence, HDR, targeted ad-
vertising, personalized content or simply “the cloud” — to 
name but a few buzzwords looming on the horizon for 
many decision makers in the fi eld: What to address fi rst? 
Which technologies to opt for? And how to know what 
formats will survive in the rollercoster ride of changing 
viewing habits? The correct answer to the latter is simple: 
nobody knows. Change will be the constant companion of 
the broadcast industry in the years to come, as of many 
other industries struggling with the great speed at which 
new technologies come and go. 
That being said, the solutions we will see at NAB 2018 are 
expected to tackle the challenges we have today while giv-
ing a glimpse into the future. In this FKT NAB special we 
have summarized a few of them to give you a brief insight 
into some of the new products on display. In addition, a 
case study on eSports in China shows one of the potential 
new “playing fi elds” of the media industry in the future.
For more information on this year‘s NAB in both English 
and German please visit www.fkt-online.de/themen/
nab/. 
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B ritish company DeltaLive has taken 
delivery of a substantial stock of 

Riedel’s range of products, which it has 
immediately added to its hire stock inven-
tory, as per their statement.

“We have had a specialist in-house 
communication department for over 20 
years now,” says Delta’s Paul Keating. 
“As live events communications have 
grown and clients’ needs and expectations 
have changed, we have anticipated their 
requirements and adapted and invested 
accordingly. Investing in Riedel is part of 

that process. It’s a great fit for us and we’re 
really looking forward to supporting both 
existing and potential Riedel users around 
the world.

Delta now stocks the majority of 
Riedel’s product line, including the Artist 
Communications Platform, Bolero wireless 
intercom and MediorNet. Separately, Delta 
has also invested in the latest Tier 3 radio 
products.
ø www.deltalive.com
ø www.riedel.net

W ith the AV1 standardisation immi-
nent, video infrastructure provid-

ers have a new codec option optimized for 
OTT services. The prospect of a royal-
ty-free alternative to HEVC is expected 
to be interesting especially for those 
addressing streaming applications.

Initiated by the web industry and en-
dorsed by Google, Facebook and  
Broadcom, AV1 has the support of both 
streaming and broadcast players. Ateme’s 
support of AV1 is delivering some benefits, 
as the company stated, such as interoper-

able and open standard support by video 
content and service providers. 

In addition to the existing and widely 
deployed MPEG-2, H-264 and HEVC, 
Ateme has integrated AV1 in its pure 
software Titan, with the intention to make 
it an all-codec solution for converged hea-
dends. Mozilla, member of the Alliance for 
Open Media (AOM), is bringing AV1play-
back with HTML5 to Firefox as the first 
browser to play AV1MPEG-DASH/HLS 
streams.
ø www.ateme.com
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DeltaLive and Riedel cooperate New specification 
for broader use  
of IMF

SMPTE and the Digital Production 
Partnership (DPP), the international 

business network for the media industry, 
have announced the success of a first-of-
a-kind pilot project to define a prototype 
SMPTE Specifications process. SMPTE 
and DPP have delivered the first draft 
SMPTE Specification, which focuses 
on the use of the Interoperable Master 
Format (IMF), or SMPTE ST 2067, for 
broadcast and online applications.

The DPP delivered the working drafts 
of the IMF Requirements and IMF Speci-
fication for broadcast and online applica-
tions to SMPTE at the HPA Tech Retreat 
in Palm Desert, California. The documents 
represent input by the DPP, SMPTE, the 
North American Broadcasters Association 
(NABA), and the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU), as well as manufacturers 
and end users across the media industry.

Now out for public comment, the 
draft specification for IMF for broad-
cast and online applications will address 
constraints including MXF Track Files, 
composition playlists (CPLs), output pro-
file lists (OPLs), and IMF packages. The 
specification will reference other activities 
as well, such as the EBU.io/qc project for 
carrying quality-control metadata and 
EBU-TT, and it includes optional methods 
for carrying traditional EBU-STL subtitles 
in Europe and CTA-608/CTA-708 cap-
tions in North America.

Built upon the IMF standard, this first 
SMPTE Specification is supposed to play 
a critical role in enabling broadcasters 
to use IMF workflows with their existing 
content archives, and to facilitate the re-
alization of file-based interoperability on 
a large scale. By providing manufacturers 
with the guidance they need to move 
forward in designing and building readers, 
writers, and analyzers, the specification 
is hoping to bring the benefits of IMF into 
the broadcast and online realm.

The prototype SMPTE Specifications  
process will be exercised with these 
documents, and the process itself will be 
documented and reviewed by the SMPTE 
Board of Governors before being offered 
to the industry as a specifications service 
open to all.

Once finalized, the new SMPTE doc-
uments will join other SMPTE technical 
publications, including standards that 
help manufacturers, engineers, and 
technologists to develop new products 
and services in broadcasting, cinema, and 
online video. ø www.smpte.org

OTT codec as alternative to HEVC
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A s equipment suppliers continue to add new types 
of IT-centric functionality to their signal distribu-

tion and playout platforms, new broadcast and produc-
tion facilities are beginning to take advantage of the 
cost and operational benefits of COTS hardware and 
Software Defined Networks (SDN) in order to distribute 
content to multiple platforms and consumer devices.

In today’s competitive world and going forward  
into the future, content (media files) has to be dis-
tributed to linear TV channels and internet streams 
quickly while simultaneously being converted into 
various encoded formats that target the wide spec-
trum of mobile devices that consumers are increas-
ingly migrating to as their primary video viewing 
platforms. With sometimes thousands of on-demand 
sessions for the same content coming in at the same 
time, this needs to be a highly automated and seam- 
less (to the content distributor and the end user) pro-
cess in order to be successful.

For several years the answer thus far has been the 
growing infiltration of Internet Protocol (IP) technolo-
gy into the Broadcast plant that has ena-
bled distributors to deploy cloud-based 
infrastructures, leverage SDNs and 
establish the virtualization of tradi-
tional hardware. These cloud-based 
services — that is, the handing and 
processing of signals at a remotely 
based facility to reduce OpEX and 
human resource costs — allow  
customers to scale up or down their 
hardware and software processing 
requirements (e.g., transcoding, storage and 
automated playout), depending upon the need at 
hand, without incurring significant CapEX costs.

The latest piece to the IT-in-Broadcast story is the 
introduction of what are being called “micro services,” 
which allow a customer to engage the same cloud-
based signal processing and delivery services but in a 
much shorter time period. It’s meant that remote ser-
vices don’t have to be procured for an entire month or 
week when only a few hours are needed. Spread that 
concept across an entire network with many channels 
and one can see the potential cost savings.

The vision is for a Master Control operator of the 
future to use a Web-based GUI that features a number 
of virtual buttons and pre-established templates to 
launch applications dedicated to bandwidth alloca-
tion, bit rates, signal processing, storage, digital ad 
insertion, internal distribution and playout applica-
tions. They can then use sub-applications (micro ser-
vices) to reserve time-of-day and duration. Indeed, it’s 
supposed to be self-service, as easy as using a mobile 
phone or tablet interface.

As of the recent NAB 2018 convention in Las 
Vegas, large portfolio companies like Avid, Evertz, 
Grass Valley, Imagine Communications, Nevion and 
Sony are now all offering some type of an all-software 
IP-based signal processing platform approach to their 
customers and grabbing the attention, if not yet the 

checkbooks, of trade show attendees around the world. 
They are being joined by a series of smaller established 
and new companies to the space that all see the future 
in deploying traditional video processing and playout 
functionality as easily as opening an application on a 
mobile phone.

So, what is a micro service? The answer to this ques-
tion is different, depending upon whom you ask. Every 
company has their own way of deploying virtualized 
workflows in the most affordable and efficient way. Most 
experts agree that’s it’s not a virtualization of a piece of 
hardware. Micro services get the most efficiency and 
economy out of a network by building to open standards 
and putting the absolute minimal function possible that 
delivers the business value those facility designers are 
seeking.

There are two “ideals” in micro services: one is to put 
the minimum amount of functionality into the network 
that returns real business value, and the other is to pro-
vide abstraction from the underlying system such that 
all communications is against a native IP and services 

fabric.  
Already deployed for years by big conglom-

erates like Amazon Web Services, Facebook, 
Google, Microsoft (Azure) and other online 
giants, the concept of serving many simul-
taneous sessions quickly via microservices 
enables these consumer-facing companies 
to compete on their myriad of service of-

ferings. It simply could not be done without 
provisioning their massive hardware and 

software processing requirements to run across 
thousands of machines in the most efficient way. 

As they see it, a single compute server can be utilized by 
many different users (in a session) in the same day.

This same micro service idea is now being marketed 
to the Broadcast industry to help customers keep up 
with the increased need for IP-based video streaming. 
Many say the industry needs to catch up to its OTT com-
petition, and fast.

A microservice is built on a software stack of signal 
processing features and then delivered via IP within a 
special packet bucket called either a Docker (Microsoft’s 
term within its Azure platform) or CoreOS (a Google ini-
tiative which stared as “the Rocket” open source project) 
container. Information Technology system operators use 
these containers to run and manage apps side-by-side 
in isolated containers to get better compute density.

Many broadcast industry suppliers use the Docker 
container (introduced by Google) to deliver their tech-
nology as a microservice, while others supply whatever 
the customer wants, including the Linux-based CoreOS 
and a series of custom containers that can run on any 
operating system. All are designed to be managed and 
operated at massive scale, with minimal operational 
overhead.

However, while companies like Amazon Video, Apple 
TV, Netflix and others are essentially delivering files 
to consumers’ homes using this micro service method, 
the network topology that content distributors have to 

The future is micro services

The industry 
needs  

to catch up to its  
OTT competition,  

and fast.

Michael 
Grotticelli 

is an experi-
enced editor 
and regular 
contributor 
to FKT‘s Tech 
Across America 
column.
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For those outside of China, I will start by providing some 
background information on my career and the eSports 
market in China: I am the former Director at ESL Asia and 
GTV Gaming Sports Channel in China. ESL Asia is located 
in Beijing’s Haidian district and is a specialist in local and 
international gaming competitions and events manage-
ment. GTV Gaming Sports Channel is a Beijing-based 
company founded in 2003, dedicated to the gaming 
industry. Currently, I am the Director of eSports Technol-
ogy at CGA Asia Pacific. CGA is located in Shanghai Pu-
dong and is responsible for building the national eSports 
competition system, eSports competition operations, 
event broadcasting and production.

First encounter
I started in the eSports industry in July 2008 when I was 
hired by ESL-PGL (now ESL-Asia). It was a great working 
environment and I learned a lot over the years, becoming 
a technology expert in the studio. 

The big moment in the world of eSports in China 
came in 2012 with the publication of “When Li Xiaofeng 
Became Sky” which became an overnight best-seller. 
Li Xiaofeng was the first eSports gamer in the world to 
publish a book. That same year at the DOTA 2 eSports 
tournament, IG (Invictus Gaming) won the $1,000,000 
prize. At the WCG 2012 World of Warcraft event, China 
placed first in all three competitions. 

2012 was also the year I experienced the power of a 
NewTek system for the first time. It was a TriCaster 860. 
TriCaster is an expression of the company’s vision for 
live broadcasting and it made a great impact on me. At 
that time, eSports events were broadcast using tradi-

tional hardware switchers with peripheral equipment. I 
was amazed by the TriCaster’s fully integrated produc-
tion system, it’s easy to use interface and the colourful 
control panel. „Why are there so many buttons on this 
control panel?” I wondered.

New encounter
I was looking to evolve more in the eSports industry, 
so I left GTV Gaming Sports Channel in April, 2015 and 
joined the CGA team adopting the title of “PGL Golden 
Age First Generation Technical Director.” In this position, 
I installed a NewTek TriCaster 460. As time went on, I 
discovered that with this piece of equipment, we could 
not only achieve our goals but we could do even more.  
Previously, in order to insert game text on an image you 
traditionally had two choices. The first was to simulta-
neously light preview and key at the same time, and cut 
to the main screen. The second option was to use the 
output of the second M/E (mix/effects) channel.

The TriCaster 460 has 4 M/E’s. In a game like a 
Moba, you can simultaneously arrange the mix of BP 
multiple box effect, in-game mixing images, playback, 
replay and highlight from multiple angles, and key-in 
the virtual sets that most of online games use during 
broadcast. If operations can be that easy, then it’s work-
ing for me.

It can deliver even more? Really?
The TriCaster multi-camera production systems began 
to generate strong interest and opened the door to a 
brand-new world. Since its first installation, we’ve met 
with the company’s engineers and have been commit-

Empowering 
 gamer’s passion in Beĳing
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Francie 
Zhang 
(Zhang  
Xiaotong)

implement is different. In serving up video streams, dis-
tributors have to aggregate live and on-demand content 
that is being ingested in different file formats and data 
rates. This creates a more complex problem to solve.

As broadcasters adapt to the changing nature of 
today’s media landscape and look to the future, they 
must address new requirements of ever-changing codec 
standards, increased bandwidth and channel counts as 
well as differing video formats and the movement of 
generic IP data traffic across networks. A micro services 
architecture might be the “killer app” solution for a wide 
range of file-based environments.

About three yeas ago, The Walt Disney Company, 
owner of the ABC Network and its eight O&O stations 
in the U.S., saved lots of money by moving to a soft-
ware-centric content delivery platform. However, that’s 
not the real reason they moved to such a forward-looking 
architecture. They did it because they can generate more 
content and turn up services (channels) faster, often in 
hours or minutes. The production facility of the future 
will most certainly include this capability.

At the end of the day the drive is to deploy technology 
as cost-effectively as possible in order to save opera-
tional cost and sere more content reliably. Leveraging IP 
networks, micro services can provide much more control 
over studio operations. For example, media companies 
can shop around for the datacenter that best fits their 
needs, instead of having to choose the closest datacenter 
available.

In general, technology is not going to stop changing. 
We all know that. The facility of the future will have to 
run on COTS hardware (switches and computer pro-
cessing) and cloud-based platforms simply to scale and 
keep up with the latest innovations. With a microservices 
approach, a facility can define what it wants its cloud or 
SDN network to do and how long it needs to do that. So, 
the future facility will seek to maintain control over ever 
part of a media company’s operations from a single inter-
face. Think of the control and power that brings.

A micro services approach will allow facilities of the 
future to get there in the fastest and most efficient way. 
ø
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ted to a new eSports product distributor called Sen Wei 
technology. We not only became friends but ‘gaming 
partners’, getting together during free time to discuss tips 
about NewTek products and how to combine it with tradi-
tional broadcasting.

Of course, compared to the technology excellence you 
can find in our industry, our equipment is not the latest, 
but we have integrated our existing equipment and used 
it to its limit. I believe we can do even more.

A year working together
In 2016, NewTek’s TriCaster 8000, made its entrance 
into the CGA’s central control room. The new NDI 
protocol for video over IP brings a lot of advantages, 
in particular the instant Grab function (COMP), adding 
outstanding details to our broadcast and bringing our 
viewers experience to a whole new level. COMP allows 
you to create a variety of compositions with ease and re-
call these with a click of a button. This is especially useful 
when working with LiveSets or compositions that require 
picture in picture or multiple video elements on screen at 
once. After a period of test and hands-on operations, we 
offered an amazing broadcast feast to eSports fans at the 
NEST 2016 national finals. 

In-depth customized broadcasts
The success of 2016 brought more projects to the CGA 
team for 2017. At the same time, I finally got my hands 
on the new TriCaster TC1. Even today, I still remember 
the IEM4 Intel Extreme Master Cup held in Chengdu in 
2009. Through the wall of the control room, I could hear 
hundreds of people cheering and applauding inside and 
outside of the venue. This is my proudest moment as a 
behind-the-scenes worker.

The DJI’s Robomaster Mastercup is a science and 
technology “eSports” and the rules are not easy to under-

stand. But once I was in the Beijing arena, I witnessed 
the competitive spirit of the students, the team members 
off-field and the enthusiasm of the crowd. For a moment, 
I was back in Chengdu in 2009.

In Shenzhen, through deep discussions with DJI 
Robosmaster project team and engineers, we combined 
the capabilities of both TriCaster 8000 AE and TC1 with 
the event’s schedule. We tried, rehearsed, improved and 
tried again.

In the end, we customized the live broadcast as ‘a 
game’ user interface: news, titles, branding, picture in 
picture, preview of the cars, player’s webcam, all dis-
played at the same time, still keeping a visual comfort 
and a flowing broadcast.

Still a long way to go
Each year the NEST Finals broadcast continue to 
improve, but it was still not enough compared to big 
manufacturer competitions.  Developers using New-
Tek’s royalty-free NDI technology, keep adding new 
NDI-enabled peripheral products, making NewTek an 
interconnected production environment. All devices can 
be connected to any other device over a standard gigabit 
Ethernet network and each signal can be recognised, 
offering limitless capabilities to real-time production. 
Audio and video signals can be transmitted through a 
network cable, overcoming one of the most difficult parts 
of production – having easy access to inputs and outputs. 
This is a completely innovative workflow over IP. 

NDI eliminates routing limits, renews the way we 
make programs, it uses all the sources available on a 
network, and it also saves cabling costs or deployment 
time. The most amazing thing is that more and more 
third-party products are already NDI-compatible. That’s 
why we can say that we can still go further. 
ø www.newtek.com
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Intelligence in  
content delivery
n  TELESTREAM WILL SHOWCASE 
how their iQ solutions deliver actionable 
intelligence at every level of the content 
delivery lifecycle. As per the company, 
they are about to ensure audience expec-
tations for video quality are met, validating 
delivery against Service Level Agreements 
and compliance obligations. With actiona-
ble information and metrics for optimizing 
traffic and cost, the solutions help ensure 
a good viewing experience, protecting the 
brand reputations of service, network and 
content providers. 

At NAB, the company will present a new 
end-to-end quality assurance solution for 
multiscreen and OTT video streaming that 
reaches into the last mile of the adaptive 
bit rate (ABR) delivery network, moni-
toring mobile and Wi-Fi access points. 
Enhancements such as a simplified user 
interface (UI) and new workflow help users 
quickly pinpoint the location of quality 
issues, minimizing the time between 
detection and resolution. It is now even 
easier to monitor and respond to issues at 
every location in the delivery chain.  
ø www.telestream.net 
ø www.ineoquest.com

// BOOTH: SL3316

A new end- 
to-end quality 

assurance  
solution

n  BLACK BOX WILL INTRODUCE the 
next generation of InvisaPC, allowing 
broadcast control rooms to reap all the 
benefits of virtualizing workflows in the 
cloud. The system enables point-to-point 
KVM extension and a transition from 
small unmanaged matrices to enter-
prise-level managed matrix switching 
KVM systems. By virtualizing appli-
cations, networks can be scaled to an 
unlimited number of devices, improving 
service levels and overall system availa-
bility and enhancing protection against 
potential cyberattacks. According to the 
company, the next generation of InvisaPC 
will feature faster switching times, while 

increasing the scalability and flexibility of 
the platform.

With support for VMware virtual 
machines and connections over the PCoIP 
protocol, InvisaPC makes the migration 
to virtualization painless. Even if it isn‘t 
needed now, it will be eventually. InvisaPC 
enables scaling of access infinitely and 
gradually, as needed — across buildings 
and campuses using an existing network 
infrastructure, and even across cities over 
the Internet — with switching speeds of 
less than one-half second.
ø www.blackbox.com

// BOOTH: SL10616

Connection with physical and virtual 
machines

n  EVS WILL SHOWCASE a new live pro-
duction server. According to the company, 
its brand new XT series server will come 
with higher UHD-4K channel density and 
offer optimized bandwidth (four times 
more) for any live production workflow – 
whether in UHD, HD or 1080p. And with 
its integrated HDR support, the latest XT 
server is built to meet growing demand 
from those operating in higher-resolution 
live production environments.

While remaining interoperable with 
existing EVS workflows, the server will 

offer SMPTE ST2110 support as well as the 
opportunity to deploy Super Motion came-
ras when operating in an IP infrastructure. 
The XT server will reduce the need for 
SDI-to-IP gateway devices and enable a 
seamless transition to the next generation 
of production infrastructures.

Further technical details and more 
information – including the server’s name 
and availability still are to be unveiled.
ø www.evs.com

// BOOTH: SL3816

Next-generation XT server
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n  FIRST-TIME EXHIBITOR CYANVIEW will be show- 
casing its Cy-Stem universal mini-camera control sys-
tem. Cy-Stem provides versatility and flexibility, enabling 
a high degree of creativity, accuracy and quality in a wide 
range of applications where advanced camera control is 
required.
Based exclusively on IP technology, the product range 
comprises an RCP control panel and a series of small 
hardware modules that address three areas in broadcast 
production: control, image quality and content transport 
of outside/live broadcasting such as sports events, reality 
TV and game shows.
Live demonstrations of the remote control capabilities 
will see the CyanView stand connected via RF with the 
Silvus Technologies (Booth C.11735). Silvus is a provid-
er of multiantenna MIMO mesh / MANET technology 
for wireless communications in harsh conditions. Also 
featured will be demonstrations of the most recent drone 
application. ø www.cyanview.com

// BOOTH: C8530 

Mini-camera system

Scale-out NAS platform
n  QUANTUM WILL PRESENT its new Xcellis scale-out 
NAS solution, which delivers a high level of storage per-
formance and scalability in an Ethernet-based appliance. 
Powered by the company’s StorNext shared storage and 
data management platform, the multiprotocol, multiclient 
NAS appliance unites media and metadata management 
with scalability and performance to support content cre-
ators‘ collaborative workflows and ease their transition to 
IP-based infrastructure.
A single Xcellis Scale-out NAS system performs up to 
three times better than that of the market‘s next best NAS 
offering, as the company claims. An Xcellis NAS cluster 
can scale performance and capacity together or inde-
pendently to reach hundreds of petabytes in capacity and 
more than a terabyte per second in performance, while 
costing a fraction of a comparable Fibre Channel SAN 
solution, Quantum stated.
ø www.quantum.com

// BOOTH: SL8511

n  A BRAND NEW ADDITION to the Rohde & Schwarz 
product range is the R&S TLU9 GapFiller, a rebroadcast-
ing product that makes it possible to extend the coverage 
of main transmitters (high-power and medium-power 
stations) in specific topologies that cause shadowing 
effects, such as steep valleys without the need for an 
additional fully equipped transmitter site.
Many current gap fillers are complex to configure. They 
only work well for specific  reception scenarios and can-
not handle changing echo characteristics. The R&S TLU9 

GapFiller addresses all these limitations. It offers gap 
filler operators the optimum combination of top signal 
quality, best reliability and minimal operational costs.
Furthermore, it features R&S smartEC, a built-in intelli-
gent echo cancellation mechanism for self-configuration 
and automatic adaptation to changing echo character-
istics. R&S smartEC takes the R&S TLU9 GapFiller to 
the level of performance and reputation of a low-power 
transmitter. It handles complex echo scenarios, signifi-
cantly minimizes MER degradation, provides self-con-
figuration capabilities and self-adapts to changing echo 
characteristics. Finally, it is expected to save costs since 
an engineer does not have to regularly and manually 
reconfigure the echo cancellation parameters in the field.
ø www.rohde-schwarz.com

// BOOTH: SL6610

Gap filler
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The German manufacturer will announce major product 
releases and display its full range of products:

n  V__Matrix IP-Routing & Processing Platform now 
offers integrated multiviewer capability for IP and SDI 
sources. Virtual modules support SMPTE2042 VC-2 com-
pressed video, uncompressed 4K/UHD, 3G, HD and SD 
video, and embedded and discrete audio, generating pix-
el-perfect mosaics with ultra-low latency. 16 or 24-source 
modules available, each with 4 output heads.

n  V__matrix, the world’s first virtualized real-time 
video routing and processing platform based on high-ca-
pacity COTS computing. Seamless SDI to IP migration, 
frame-accurate clean switching, and multi-layer signal, 
network, control and hardware redundancy. V__matrix is 
your pathway to a totally IP-based production environ-
ment — perfect for TV studios, NOCs, even OB trucks.

n  mc²96 is an unparalleled audio production console 
designed for multi-user operation. Includes native IP 
networking via SMPTE 2110, Ravenna, AES67 or Dante, 
comprehensive local I/O, LiveView™ fader video thumb-
nails for intuitive channel identification, full HD touch-
screen displays, advanced mix-assist systems and Lawo’s 
legendary audio dynamics suite.

n  VSM is the independent whole-plant control and 
monitoring system for operation, configuration and inte-
gration of broadcast equipment and third-party devices. 
VSM monitors and controls devices simultaneously in re-
al-time, ensuring fastest possible workflow; Virtual Matrix 

displays all router layers in custom XY views. Synchro-
nized multiple server redundancy; secure remote access 
via standard IT solutions.

n  ruby: Intuitive, uncluttered and powerful, ruby 
radio mixing console is designed for today’s radio. Flaw-
less AES67 networking with RAVENNA. A sleek, refined 
control surface. A 1RU mixing engine with tons of I/O and 
DSP, standard. AutoMix smart mixing. And a customiza-
ble, context-sensitive touchscreen GUI. Ruby is the AoIP 
console you’ve been waiting for.

n  Power Core: the incredibly powerful mixing and 
audio intake platform from Lawo. 384 channels of stand-
ard I/O, plus 8 expansion slots. AES67 and MADI built-in. 
Dual-redundant networking and power. Up to 1920 x 
1920 routing crosspoints, with up to 96 DSP channels and 
80 summing buses. All in just 1RU.

n  VisTool 5.0 builds powerful custom GUIs for your 
studios and MCR. The drag-and-drop screen builder can 
create mixing console controls screens, status & meter 
displays, routing matrices and more — all with con-
text-sensitive touchscreen controls. Even include HTML5 
windows to control studio peripherals or display interac-
tive Web content.

ø www.lawo.com

// BOOTH: N2813
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Contact: post@redaktion-buenger.de

Jünger Audio announced that it wil launch 
a groundbreaking audio processing 
platform. Unlike the company's previous 
processors, the AIXpressor hardware unit 
is not just a single product. Instead it acts 
as a base for software-defined products 
that are created using Jünger’s new Flexi-
ble Audio Infrastructure flexAI. This means 
that, simply by buying additional software 
licenses, broadcasters and post produc-
tion facilities can customize the audio 
processing system to suite their demand 
for processing capabilities and channel 
count. The necessary hardware, however, 
scales by the actual demand in processing 
power and will no longer be the defining 
factor. The system is equipped to simply 
cascade additional AIXpressors or servers, 
whenever more processing power or media 
interfaces become necessary. All soft-
ware products created using flexAI will be 
licensed flexibly, which means that users 
can easily incorporate additional function-
ality, increase their channel count or may 
even be allowed to shift licenses between 

devices. Users who buy a software product 
license are free to decide exactly how many 
audio programs they want to process and 
what type of processing they want to be 
installed. 
At NAB 2018, AIXpressor will be released 
to the public as the main basis for products 
utilizing the flexAI software infrastruc-
ture. The 19” 1RU device is based on x86 
processors and equipped with a range of 
built-in interfaces, including redundant 
Audio-over-IP with full compatibility to 
AES67 and SMPTE ST2110, USB host and 
client interfaces as well as MADI, AES/EBU 
and analog I/Os. The unit also has four 
slots for optional interfaces, all of which 
are compatible with Junger Audio’s existing 
D*AP series of audio processors. These 

include 3G/HD/SD SDI, MADI, Audinate 
DanteTM and many more. Additional in-
terfaces will be available soon. In conjunc-
tion with the new AIXpressor hardware, 
Jünger Audio has also developed a new 
optical connection called tieLight that 
can transmit up to 1152 audio channels in 
each direction. TieLight, which has very 
low delay and compensated latency, is 
utilized for cascading multiple devices and 
for setting up larger systems that require 
several processors. It is an inherent part 
of the AIXpressor and will be available as 
a PCIexpress interface card to be used in 
Jünger Audio’s upcoming line of servers.
ø www.jungeraudio.com

// BOOTH: C3039
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n STAGE TEC will showcase the latest 
interface board for its Nexus audio 
routing system: the Router Interface 
AES67 (RIF67). The expansion board for 
the Nexus Star router is the first result of 
cooperation with  
DirectOut Technologies. The DirectOut 
AES67.IO module has a full AES67 

implementation and supports non-pro-
prietary audio and control networking. 
It enables powerful audio networks to be 
created via an audio over IP connection. 
The company announced that the RIF67 
cards were expected to be available in 
spring 2018. ø www.stagetec.com
// BOOTH: N1424

Cooperation between DirectOut  
and Stage Tec

FKT is the o¥cial organ of the »Fernseh- und Ki-
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(NVBF) in DIN e. V., of the working group  
NA -- AA »Recording, processing and 
playback of motion picture and sound« (NVBF ),  
in cooperation with the »Verband Deutscher 
Tonmeister« (VDT) associated with »Fernseh- und 
Filmtechnikum«.
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n GERMAN KVM MANUFACTURERS 
G&D will show how to implement large 
distributed IT installations as efficiently 
as possible. The KVM matrix switches  
ControlCenter-Digital and  
ControlCenter-Compact represent the 
backbone of the computer equipment 
in use. The ControlCenter-Compact is 
available in six expansion levels provid-
ing between 8 and 112 ports and is com-
patible with the ControlCenter-Digital as 
well as all end devices, which makes it 
possible to add new systems to existing 
infrastructures. A wide range of func-
tionalities are to make teamwork easier 
and provide a high level of usability for 

everyone working with the system. In 
addition to their existing range of prod-
cuts, G&D announced to present a brand-
new KVM-over-IP device at the show. 
ø  www.gdsys.de 
// BOOTH: N3917 

Expanded KVM-over-IP portfolio

n CINEGY will launch its Channel-in-
the-Cloud solution bundle, consisting of 
its Cinegy Air Pro playout and automa-
tion solution and multiviewer system. 
The solution provides automation, play-
out, branding, master control, analytics 
and alarms, all in one cloud instance 
with pay-as-you-go hourly pricing. It is 
now available on Amazon Web Servic-
es and Azure Marketplace, providing a 
simplified way to get single or multiple 
channels of SD, HD and/or Ultra HD 4K 
playout running in the cloud in minutes.

According to the company, Cinegy 
Air Pro was developed to answer the 
playout challenges broadcasters face 
today. It can flexibly handle SD, HD, and/
or 4K HDR playout – locally in the studio, 

in the field, in the cloud, in combina-
tion - or SDI, IP, or streaming. With the 
multiviewer solution, broadcasters and 
production houses can locally and re-
motely monitor streams from satellites, 
camera feeds, playout devices, and many 
other sources.
ø www.cinegy.com
// BOOTH: SL12116

Flexible IP, cloud, and more
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